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One Thing To Live
Lagwagon

Artist: Lagwagon
Song: One Thing To Live
Album: Double Plaidinum
Tabbed by: Bo

This song is played with standart tuning: EADgbe

This is the most awesome song of Double Paidinum. 
You ll have to listen to the song several times to get the right timing.
The chords are quite difficult to play because they haven t the same lenght.

Enjoy it!!!

Questions or Comments are welcome: b.kaiser@gmx.de
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--

Intro (Acoustic) (play it rather slower than the major part of the song.)

use these chords:
  E  B  C# A
e-0--2--4--0------
b-0--4--6--2------
g-1--4--6--2------
D-2--4--6--2------
A-2--2--4--0------
E-0--x--x--x------

  E            B    C#            A
a look in your eyes - what can i say 
E           B    C#             A
you left us here - and it s a shame 
        E             B          C#   A
i would like to have helped to begin again 
E             B           A
potential was yours never ours
E     B         A
you decided you fate 
E    B        A
one thing to live 
A   B        E(let ring)
one thing to live 



Part 1 (use power chords, heavy distortion)

  E           B   C#           A
a look at you now    what s in a name 
E               B   C#            A
you left them there    it was a shame 
            E            B     C#         A
they would like to have helped again to begin 

Part 2
         A         B           C#
but potential was yours never ours 
  E          G#        A
before you chose your fate 
  E        G#                A
before you asked them all to wait 
E    G#                A              E
left standing there to watch you play with your matches 
D              C#             A
one god burn deserves another two 
    E   G#       A           B        E
but one thing to live is one thing to live 

Short Bass Solo

Bridge:
e|-------------
B|-------------
G|-7-7--7--7-7-
D|-7-7--7--7-7-
A|-5-5--5--5-5-
E|-------------

|---------------------------------------------------------------|
|---------------------------------------------------------------|
|-----------4-4---6-6--------------------4-4----6-6-------------|
|-2---------4-4---6-6-----7-7-----2------4-4----6-6---------4-4-|
|-2---------2-2---4-4-----7-7-----2------2-2----4-4---------4-4-|
|-0-----------------------5-5-----0-------------------------2-2-|
   selfish fool   nobody loves you self resent how can they trust you

G#                  A           F#               B           
 walk around with a butt tattoo -  it will never do 
  

Guitar Solo (Guitar 2):
e|--------------------------|----------------------------|
B|---9------9------9--------|---9------9------9----------|



G|-9---9--8---8--6---6------|-9---9--8---9--6---6-9~~~~--|
D|---------------------9~~~-|----------------------------|
A|--------------------------|----------------------------|
E|--------------------------|----------------------------|

e|------12--------12-----9-12-11-12~~~\-|
B|-9-12----12--13----13----------12~~~\-|
G|--------------------------------------|
D|--------------------------------------|
A|--------------------------------------|
E|--------------------------------------|

Part 3 (The lyrics are just a variation of the 2. part, 
        the chords are the same as well)

 Guitar 2 plays on the D-String: 

|2-2-4------4---2--------4-4--6-6-4|
 E              B             C#  
 why should you die with dignity 

E         G#     A
you lived in a shame 
E      G#              A
as you ask them all to wait 
E    G#               A               E
left standing here to watch you lying in your ashes 
D                C#             A
 one good burn deserves another two 
E   G#       A           B        E(let ring)
one thing to live is one thing to live

Last little riff (Guitar 2):
e|--------------------|   
B|--------------------|
G|--------------------|
D|--------------------|
A|-7-6-4--------------|
E|-------7-5-4-2-4-0~-|


